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Abstract: The current paper is an analysis of the Germanic names during the Principate. The
study was originated by the great difficulty – almost impossibility – that we have faced in identifying
the Germanic names in Roman Dacia. Beginning from the abstract and general label of “CeltoGermanic” names, we will subsequently try to distinguish the particular Germanic names and to
investigate if we have or have not a proper German onomastical presence in Dacia. The presentation
aims at searching for the onomastical “traces” of these ethnical groups in Dacia.
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The current paper has its origins in the difficulties faced when trying to
identify and implicitly analyze the Germanic names in the Roman Dacia∗∗∗.
Concerning this area of classical onomastics, the methodological necessities
identified are structured on two levels: the upper one implies the general need for
identification and cataloguing of the Germanic names recorded by ancient sources,
within and beyond the Empire’s limes, while the lower one regards the use of the
same research steps for the case of Dacia, thus generating the inevitable
comparison between this province’s realities and the Empire’s.
Our paper shall begin with some theoretical considerations on the identity of
the Germanic tribes within the Empire1, followed by a few linguistic details and
ending with a series of analyses undertaken on Dacia, in order to establish how the
Germans can be defined for its provincial environment. On behalf of the latter, we
intend to offer some statistical considerations, as well as an onomastical
perspective of the Germanic civilian milieu and the Germanic military units of the
Danubian province. In order to preserve a certain methodological coherence, we
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will limit the chronological interval to the Principate period, with its roots in the
early stages of the forming of the Gaulish and Germanic provinces. Thus, the late
Germanic populations that interacted with the Roman Empire and their onomastics
have been considered an improper term for analogies.
The language and the onomastics (as a particular aspect) of the Germanic
tribes are not very well known. Many of their linguistic patterns seem to overwrite
Celtic ones and numerous names from Rhineland appear frequently in undeniably
Celtic areas. This reality leads to a series of gaps, inevitably occurring in the study of
the Germanic anthroponomy during the Principate. Its roots go deep, their
complexity revealing and stressing upon important data concerning the cultural
identity2 of these populations. Investigating the origins of the Germanic provinces
could be a valuable key to understanding of the subsequent Germanic inhabitants of
the Roman Empire. One should note that a large part of what will later become the
provinces of Germania Superior and Germania Inferior were occupied, even before
Caesar’s expeditions, by Gallic tribes. Rome gained their fidelity quite easily during
the post-Caesar period3. The truth is that many aspects remain entangled for the
modern researcher and the reality of the distinction between two large groups, Celts
and Germans, is dim. Besides tribal-level differences, we cannot state with certainty
that Caesar encountered two fundamentally different cultures. Nevertheless, the
Roman civilization quickly levelled the tribal differences and disagreements,
assimilating them in only one generation. It also gave form and meaning to the selfdenominations of Galli and Germani, even if we consider that they were not as
preeminent in the past4. The Germanic peoples who were attested in the Imperial
provinces of the 2nd and 3rd centuries (including the ones from Dacia), are actually
inhabitants of the two Germaniae – a mixture between the ethnic and cultural
Germanic substratum and the Gallic additions and influences5.
But what exactly does Germanus mean for today’s scholar6? Are we talking
about a whole group of populations, over a long period of time, from the Cimbri and
the Teutones, up to the Francs? Is it about a group united by a mainly similar
spirituality, which is largely no more than assumed today and an up-to-a-point coherent
material culture? The historiography is by no means lacking – but it is not overly
extensive either7. What must be noted, and will be discussed later on more extensively,
2
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is the change of focus which occurred in the last decades, shifting from the political
history regarding the interactions of the tribes with the Empire, to the acculturation
phenomena that inevitably took place in time and affected both sides.
And what did Germanus mean for Rome, for the citizens of the capital and
for the educated inhabitants of the provinces? Depending on the circumstances and
the chronological moment, the term would probably apply to both the inhabitant of
one of the two Germaniae, citizen or at least inhabitant of the Empire, as well as to
the “savage”, threatening Germans that lived on the northern side of the Rhine. On
the evolution in time of the notion of Germanus – Germania in the eyes of the
Roman public opinion, we should remark that Caesar was the first to clearly state
that the Cimbri and Teutones were of Germanic, not Celtic, origins8. Caesar also
tried to emphasize on the Rhine as a natural frontier, separating the "milder" Celtic
culture of the Gauls from the rougher realities of its Germanic neighbours. If the
realities that Caesar found in the Rhine area were truly so different on the
north/south border of the river, is hard or even impossible to say.
In this context, before entering the field of onomastics, we find ourselves
compelled to detail the question of identity and “nationality” in the Roman
Empire9. On this matter, the history of Rome seems to be the perfect opposite of
the European modern colonialism. Rome brings with it the disappearance of local
“nationalisms”, silencing with its extensive power and culture (which seem to
fascinate and satisfy on the long run10) the many ethnical groups conquered11.
These groups would have been perceived by the Romans from a cultural, rather
than a racial perspective, easing the process of acculturation. Inheriting a Greek
sociological pattern, the Romans were accustomed to a climatic view of
populations12, according to which the people of the North, the Germanic groups in
our particular case, are pictured as rather rudimentary, narrow minded and with a
taste for violence. This seems to be a general, but not singular, pattern of
perceiving the North men. Tacitus introduces more complex Germanic peoples – or
perhaps just lesser known ones to their analyst; the people beyond the border
embodied for the Roman senator both virtue unaltered by civilization and cruel,
lascivious, untamed savagery13.
But these are not the Germanic inhabitants that one encounters within the
Empire. The latter are rather to be associated with the Ubii from Colonia Claudia
Ara Agrippinensium14, which during the Batavian uprising of Iulius Civilis were
8
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defining themselves as Roman citizens, not as members of a Germanic tribe.
Regarding the same events, it should also be noted the name under which the
Batavian leader entered history; we can safely assume that his Roman name was
not the one he used during the rebellion, but is still the only one the Roman
historiography retained. So we can infer that in the Roman Empire, to share the
same gens, natio, lingua constituted strong bonds, but, as Cicero had already
noticed a century before the Batavian rebellion, the sharing of civitas – and even
the aspiration to civitas – generated much stronger connections15.
Later on, for Aelius Aristides, Romani are all the inhabitants of the Empire,
regardless their origins and juridical status16. This integration can be interpreted
from a double perspective. Historiographically, as we have already stated, the
interest shown for various population groups, partially opposed to the “great
history”, written and more importantly generated by Rome and very familiar as
perspective for a long time, grew constantly17. Nico Roymans’ book18 on the
Batavian identity in the early Principate is an example for such approaches, but not
the only one of its kind. Historical and anthropological data is used by the author in
his attempt of reconstructing the forging of the Batavians’ identity as a border
population. The association of epigraphy, history, archaeology and sometimes
ethnography leads to conclusions that can somehow be regarded as “sociological”
on the Batavian elite, its cultural links with the lower social, economical and
juridical strata, the reasons of its religious preferences etc. It is, generally and on a
more reduced scale, such an approach that we aim at through our paper, for the
Germanic population of Dacia, hoping to best use the major reliable sources we
have for this realm: the epigraphs.
Before getting to the Dacian realities, in the end of the first part of the paper,
we will try to process certain linguistic information regarding the onomastical
identification of some Germanic tribes.
The Batavians, maybe the most “notorious” Germanic group of the Roman
imperial army, came from Insula Batavorum (in the Rhine Delta)19 and beginning
with the year 12 B. C. formed a civitas stipendiaria of the Roman Empire.
Pre-Latin inscriptions have not been found and thus, in order to trace the Batavian
language, the only remaining clues are the anthroponyms. Names of divinities,
such as Magusanus, Hludana, Sandraudiga, Vagdavercustis, Harimella and Dea
Hurstrga, or personal names such as Vabusoa, Lobbonus, Cobba, Chariovalda,
Hnaudifridus and Fledimella20 are certainly Germanic and most probably Batavian.
Cannanefates come from the West of Insula Batavorum and Tacitus writes about
15
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them: origine, lingua, virtute par Batavis21. We only know a handful of their
names, as are Brinno and Gannascus.
Germani cisrhenani lived on the left side of the Rhine, organized in tribes:
Condrusi, Eburones, Caeroesi, Paemanei qui uno nomine Germani appellantur22.
Caesar makes a clear distinction between this Germanic groups and the Belgae:
Germani qui cis Rhenum incolunt23. Some of their personal names can be found in
the useful, though insufficient article Zum Namengut der Germani cisrhenani,
gathered and published by Leo Weisgerber in 194524. The mentioned researcher
interestingly underlines a particularity of the Germanic anthroponyms: the
frequency of a double consonant in the suffix, for example: Friatto, Gangusso,
Haldacco, Nev(i)tto, Vervecco. The same type of construction can be found at the
Remi and the Treveri, in names such as Taluppa, Frontaccus, Andrecco, Bihotarris.
Going beyond these general remarks regarding identity in the Roman Empire
and the possibilities of linguistically identifying the Germans, we wish to focus on
some interesting pieces of information, even though they may not prove very
edifying for the provincial realities of Dacia. As difficult as they are to interpret
inside the boundaries of a coherent linguistic demonstration, the data offered by the
tablet of Baudecet25 are of indisputable value. A number of words with certain
Germanic etymology can be identified within it26. On the tablet, we have an
interesting mixture of Celtic, Germanic and Latin elements, which probably
reflects the languages spoken by the population living in this area of Gallia Belgica
and (we can assume) by some of those who lived in the two Germaniae.
Names such as the one of goddess Viradechtis (in its form also attested in
Bretagne), or personal names such as Velmada Gangussonis filia, Leubasna Florentini
filia, Haldacco husband of Lubainis, Freio and Friatto, appear frequently and
constantly among the Tungri. What amazed the specialists about the Baudecet tablet
was the use of the Gallic language in the middle of the Roman period, in a region
indicated by the material culture to be deeply Romanized. The tablet is part of a
constant (although discontinuous) tradition27, consisting of written Gallic-language
testimonies, produced during the Roman period. Same observations can be made about
the Germanic dialects, whose characteristics and use probably never disappeared
during the Roman period, though they were present in “corrupt” forms, different from
the ones used by the Germans across the Rhine, and despite the little, inconsistent and
often equivocal written evidences left behind.
Having outlined some of the general facts concerning the Germanic
inhabitants of the Empire, we shall focus from this point forward on the particular
21
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case of Dacia, insisting upon its onomastical realities, correlated with any other
information that the sources offer. Our goal is to extract what the sources can tell
us about the Germans of this province, their cultural identity and religious
environment, their social life and status. One of the main stakes of the investigation
is to establish exactly what makes the Germans identifiable as such in Dacia and if
those identity marks are the imprint of a larger web or just particularities of each
single case.
A detail must be constantly kept in mind: the Germanic names are often
mistaken with the Celtic ones. The syntagma imposed by Adrian Husar (but also
used before him) of “Celtic-Germanic” names does not seem adequate, because it
refers to a vague reality and is wilfully ambiguous. Nevertheless, it cannot be
entirely eliminated or replaced, at least for the moment. As we have already
suggested, there are at least two factors that drive the Gallic (Celtic) and Germanic
etymologies to the point of being easily mistakable: one consists of the overlapping
of a Celtic population over the Germanic one in the pre-Roman period, in the area
of the future Germaniae28 and the uncertain distinctiveness of the border Germanic
tribes of the Caesar era. The other is a methodological flaw, due to the very
lacunose knowledge of the Germanic language, generating the difficulty of
defining a clear etymology.
The epigraphic analysis we intend to undertake for Dacia will follow various
aspects, in order to reach relevant conclusions. First, we will sketch a general
image of the Germanic name bearers from this province, offering and discussing a
few examples amongst them. Beyond mere onomastics, we shall try to identify the
cultural manifestation patterns and their implications (such as the choice for the
child name inside the family onomastic frame) where sources allow it. Onomastics
and the information it offers will be correlated with alternate details in order to
present the reader with an image of the Germans from Dacia as complete as it can
be at this point of the research. Such details are the ones regarding the worshipped
deities, the military units our subjects served in or can be linked to, and any other
personal data we are able to find on them. An onomastical explanation should be
also offered before entering the subject: beyond their strict etymology, the names
can also have a certain “ethnic load”. By this we understand the preponderance of
one name or onomastical family in a particular area, its overlap of a certain
substratum and the possibility of associating it with specific provinces and
populations, even if the etymology recommends it as being Latin. Such names are
comparable with the so-called “military names”, although in the case of the latter
their origins and reasons of use remain strongly debatable.
Dacia’s inscriptions offer us a relatively vast series of Celtic extraction
names. Some of these distinguish themselves by their apparent and possible
Germanic etymology, by their presence in the Germaniae, or by other details that
could place them in the area of Germanic onomastics. In Dacia, there are about
28
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60 epigraphically attested names suspected of having Germanic origins or
connections. Certainly, the percentage of these names – about 3% of the persons
epigraphically attested in Dacia – remains a small one. These names are very
different from each other, various in nature and significance. We shall further on
present a few of the most interesting and relevant cases. We have chosen these
particular not necessarily for constructing a coherent demonstration or supporting a
pre-conceived idea, but because of their diversity and of the large view they can
offer on the Dacian picture.
Aelius Talanus (IDR III/5, 450), bearer of an imperial nomen and implied
praenomen, has a cognomen of presumably Germanic origin, present in Gallia
Belgica, but not in the two Germaniae29. His name was found on a list from
Apulum, probably containing veterans of the legio XIII Gemina.
Bellinus (IDR III/1, 35) dedicates a votive altar to Iupiter Optimus Maximus.
He bears a cognomen of Celtic sonority, but easily assignable to a Germanic
origin30. This name appears in Gallia Belgica, Gallia Narbonensis (very
interestingly, in a Greek inscription31) and in the two Germaniae32, which
strengthens the idea of its Germanic roots. Bellinus is the slave of T(itus) I(ulius)
S(aturninus) conductor publici portorii33.
An interesting name, due to its repetitiveness, is Bubalus34, a name with
arguably Celtic roots. It appears in at least three inscriptions in Dacia (IDR III/1,
31; IDR III/2, 394; IDR III/5, 147), all of them belonging to citizens. The name is
attested in the Germanic provinces but also in Italy, Dalmatia and Gallia Belgica35,
which places it in the category of customary names throughout the Empire, lacking
any value as ethnical and/or regional indicator36.
C(aius) Iul(ius) Sennianus (IDR II 329) dedicates an altar to Iupiter Optimus
Maximus defensor et tutator. He bears imperial praenomen and nomen gentile,
together with a cognomen of likely Germanic origin – Latinized with the suffix –
ianus added to the root Sennius37. The double consonant is to be noted. The name
Sennianus appears in Dacia, Gallia Belgica, Gallia Narbonensis, Aquitania38 and in
the two Germaniae39. Sennianus dedicates together with his wife, Iulia Rufina, the
woman bearing the same nomen gentile as her husband and a Latin cognomen.
Procula Batava (IDR III/1, 168) is an interesting case – resembling in
some ways to those of Aurelius Batavus40 (IDR III/5, 451) and Carantius
29
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Germanus41 (IDR III/2, 427). She bears a Latin personal name42, together with an
ethnonym that clearly indicates ethnic origins. The ethnonym Batava, -us does not
play the role of a cognomen, as it was frequently assumed by researchers43.
Analogies for such ethnonymes are present in Dacia for other populations as well.
An example is the Semitic name Zacca Pallaei f. Syrus44, where we have a Semitic
personal name45 and a patronymic of the same origin46. The ethnicon Syrus
strengthens and confirms the origin of the person.
In addition, with this inscription there could also be the case of a bad
epigraph completion47. We know for a fact that unlike men, women did not bear
tria nomina, they were given a single name after which generally followed the
filiations48. This custom was in use mainly during the Republic, in the age of the
Principate women bearing different cognomina, the feminine onomastics became
somehow more labile and difficult to put into patterns49. Subsequently, a plausible
completion for this inscription would be:
DM
Procu[la Proc(uli)? 50 f(ilia)]
Batava [vixit an]
ni(s) XXVI A[..]
For this pattern of names, there are analogies in Dacia, such as Cotu Successi
f(ilia) cives Norica (IDR III/4, 91). This reconstruction of the inscription does not
change the reason why we have chosen to mention this name, of a self-proclaimed
Batavian woman. It is worth noticing for these names and for the few others
offered as analogies in connection to it, is the fact that all these characters try to
explicitly conserve their initial cultural luggage and state their origins and place
inside the web of the imperial structures: even when bearing Roman names.
Tullio Vegeti filius Tungrus (Eck 2011) is a special case among the ones
listed here, as it comes from a military diploma. The character was a soldier of
cohors I Hispanorum51, released from duty through an imperial constitution of the
41
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year 123. Besides the ethicon that speaks for itself, the personal name is highly
interesting. Tullio seems not to be connected to the Roman gentilicium Tullius52, as
it is a totally different name, of probable Germanic extraction. It has been
registered on inscriptions from Gallia Belgica and Pannonia Superior53, as well as
Germania Inferior54 and Britannia55. The case of Britannia – more exactly of
Vindolanda – is relevant because here the name Tullio is associated explicitly with
the cohors of Tungri stationed here56. The soldier’s wife bears Celtic name,
patronymic and ethnicon, Ammaiona57 Aeconis filia Eravisca, whereas the children
have Roman ”military” names: Ferox, Vernus and Viator.
Vencona Severina (IDR III/2, 360) dedicates an altar to a god whose name
was not preserved. She bears a nomen gentile of Celtic resonances58, which appears
in Gallia Belgica and in the two Germaniae59, in both masculine and feminine
forms. Her cognomen is Latin and derives from a nomen gentile60.
A different group of characters are the ones that, though bearing names of
different origins and etymologies, explicitly mention a descent from the German
provinces. Thus, we have Iulius Secundus (IDR III/3, 263), explorator, on whose
funerary stone is mentioned domo Agrippina, or the commander of (probably) the
cohors I Ulpia Brittonum61 in 133, whose name was not preserved on a military
diploma (RMD IV 248), but whose origo was Noviomagus. We won’t stress upon
these characters as, though they indicate Germanic presences in Dacia, their
onomastical contribution is not by far remarkable. Even so, mentioning them
seemed important in order to offer a larger picture on the provincial situation.
In the second part of our case study concerning Dacia, we will analyse
statistical data obtained from the study of the prosopography of the Germanic
military units stationed in the province62: ala I Batavorum milliaria63, ala I Tungrorum
Frontoniana64, cohors I Batavorum milliaria65, cohors I Cannanefatium66, cohors I
52
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Ubiorum67, numerus Germanorum (Germanicianorum) exploratorum68. No name
is attested for cohors I Cannanefatium. We have taken into account the names of
the soldiers, the veterans, but also their closely related ones, present in their
epigraphs (family and heirs).
The statistical situation of the names extracted from the (theoretically)
Germanic units of Dacia comes as mildly disorienting. Without making a clear
distinction between Celtic and Germanic names: necessarily and somehow
unfortunately remaining at the syntagma of “Celtic-Germanic”; we have a ratio of
23% Celtic anthroponyms. The percentage is not necessarily low, 58% of the
names having Italic origins. It is a fact that Italic names prevail in Dacia in any
given category or social structure, except the singular case of the Alburnus Maior
ethnical community. The prefects and the tribunes together, represent
approximately 24% of the whole number of names. The methodological
correctness of including them in the present statistic is debatable, because they held
temporary command positions both in the units and the province. Also, they are
Roman citizens, with a higher social status then the majority of Dacia’s inhabitants.
Even though it is interesting to see the ethnical origin of their cognomina and to
relate it to the unit they were commanding. The Celtic name 69 of the tribune Galleo
(Tettienus) Bellicus (IDR I 19; PME T 15) from cohors I Batavorum milliaria, and
especially the very rare Celtic name70 of the prefect C. Iulius Apigianus (CIL III
788; PME I 22) from ala I Tungrorum Frontoniana should be underlined71. The
latter dedicates to Epona, a Celtic deity most certainly worshiped in Germanic
milieus. In his case there is a real possibility of having a commander with
Germanic (ethnical and/or territorial) origin which serves in Dacia, leading a unit
composed of Tungri.
As in the case of the general situation, the number of Germanic
anthroponymes remains low in the army, a situation that makes the relevance of the
final percentages quite relative. What needs to be stressed upon is that most of the
“Celtic-Germanic” names related to military units from Dacia are rarely attested
elsewhere. They can be associated with some Germanic background, or we can at
least affirm positively their distancing from the usual Celtic (mainly from the
Gallic area) onomastics72.
Regarding the type of analyzed monuments, even if we are to ignore the
prefects’ monuments (due to their mainly official character), a pleiad of funerary
monuments remains. These were raised for soldiers by comrades and/or heirs, and
67
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few of them by members of the family; soldiers’ dedications for dead family
members are rare. This preponderance of monuments raised by comrades is a
feature of Dacia, presenting a notable discrepancy with the situation of the whole
Empire73. Compared to the other provinces, where in the 2nd century most of the
epitaphs were raised by the auxiliary soldiers’ wives and children, in Dacia we find
a slight preponderance of the comrades and heirs, with the parity of about 7 to 8
between heirs-erected monuments and monuments erected by wife or children.
Related to family dedications, we should note the cosmopolitan character of some
families, or at least of their cultural background.
To Cittius Ioivai, whose name is rare and of clear “Celtic-Germanic”
etymology, homage was being paid by his brother, Iustus (CIL III 807). One could
say that Iustus can be placed among those “military names” previously mentioned,
but even if we consider it so, the name remains beyond any doubt Latin. The
discrepancy with his father’s and the brother’s name is obvious. Also, some names
are certainly Celtic, being attested in the Galliae, but not in the Germaniae; such
names are those of Apon[ius]74, eques alae I Tungrorum Frontonianae (CIL III
801), and of his children, who dedicated the monument: L. Aponia and Lelius75.
Another interesting case is the one of Iulius Secundus (IDR III/3, 263) who bears
an imperial nomen gentile and a Latin cognomen, but proclaims Germanic origins,
although onomastics would make us think otherwise. Secundus is explorator in the
numerus exploratorum Germanicianorum and he indicates as his domus colonia
Ara Augusta Agrippinensium76. By his name, we assume Secundus was a Roman
citizen; even so he joined the exploratores, not a legion, from reasons unknown to
us, but most probably of practical nature. This could be an additional proof for his
Germanic origin.
Another aspect worthy of being mentioned is the religious one. The
identification of Germanic deities worshipped during the classical period of the
Empire, but beyond its borders, is, sadly, obscure and doubtful. Cults such as the
one of Matres or Badones, together with the assimilation of the local cults to the
official pantheon77, are signs of integration into the Roman civilization, but tell us
far too little about the general Germanic religiosity and even less about the
presence of this religious manifestations in Dacia78.
73
For comparison, see Roxan 1989 for the whole Empire and Phang 2001, 153 for the
Danubian provinces.
74
OPEL I 147.
75
This name does not appear in this identical form in the onomastical catalogues: Leius and a
feminine form of Leia in OPEL III 22 and Nomenclator 161.
76
Nemeth 1997, 105-106; Petolescu 2002, 131.
77
Walbank 1972, 162.
78
Macrea 1948, though useful and synthetic, pays its due to the period during which it was
written. In a more recent book, A. Husar underlines the minimal presence of the German spiritual
elements, compared to the Celtic ones (Husar 1999, 212-213). The same idea is implied by S. Nemeti
(Nemeti 2005, 129-164), who acknowledges the preponderence of Celtic deities for the so-called
Celto-Germanic dedicators.
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In order to offer some examples, we will mention Sextia Augustina (IDR
III/5, 37), who dedicates an altar Badonib(us) reginis. Badones were Celtic
collective deities79, also worshiped in the Germanic world80. The name of
Augustina is clearly Latin, but her possible Germanic origin is not to be neglected.
Another god whose Germanic (not Celtic, or others) roots are certain was Hercules
Magusanus. From the three epigraphs dedicated to him, two belong to Roman
citizens, bearers of Latin names, and one to Aurelius Tato stator alae II
Pannoniorum (ILD 590) and bearer of a probably Celtic name81. For this god,
Magusanus could be an initial name, not an epithet82, being associated to Hercules
from yet unknown reasons.
Concerning the gods to whom the superior officers of the Germanic auxilia
dedicate (we have already mentioned the complete lack of votive epigraphs for the
lower ranks), it should be outlined the presence of only official, Latin gods,
withholding pronounced, well-known protecting features for the military. The fact
is explainable on two levels: the prefects could not have had many affinities with
the (supposed) Germanic gods worshiped by their men, but the military gods of the
Empire were being worshiped in any kind of units; on the other hand, the number
of such epigraphs in Dacia is very low, which implies serious lacks in our
knowledge and keeps intact the possibility of future revealing inscriptions
dedicated to Germanic or “Celtic-Germanic” gods by higher rank officers.
Even if this particular study cannot offer answers to questions long debated
upon, nor can it bring forth a catalogue of Germanic names from Dacia, as their
identification is highly problematic, we believe in its utility for the unitary
discussion on this class of names, at the scale of province Dacia.
In conclusion, a few general details concerning the Germanic onomastics
should be pointed out. Beyond a series of particular features, that seems to define
and circumscribe it, one must notice that the North Rhineland onomastics is
actually little known, while the South Rhineland onomastics is intertwined with the
Celtic linguistic and population contribution. In Dacia, we have found a couple of
very rare names, with Celtic resemblance, some of them solely attested the two
Germaniae and Gallia Belgica. Although, many characters from the Germanic
auxilia bear Celtic names, suggesting they might have been currently used in
Germanic milieus. Regarding the cultural background and the (self) defining of
identity, for the assumed Germanics of Dacia, we also have other cultural
indicators, besides the onomastical ones. We often note indicators of domus, which
clearly state a Germanic origin, despite de name’s etymology. There are gods, such
as Hercules Magusanus, who indicate a religious milieu impregnated by Germanic
influences, faith, and practices. Above all these, the indicators of Germanic origins
79

Nemeti 2005, 130.
Husar 1999, 222-223.
81
Holder 1896-1914 II 1752.
82
Nemeti 2005, 138.
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in Dacia are few, diluted and often equivocal. Sometimes, a certain Germanic
identity in Dacia can be perceived, but only in particular given cases, not for a
group. All these in one, we might assert that the Germanic names from Dacia,
etymologically and culturally alike, indicate a population well assimilated,
sometimes displaying original cultural features, but mainly showing itself as carrier
of the Roman culture.
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